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Abstract:
There is a large body of research supporting

the positive effects of teaching the writing skill
through the process approach to small groups.
Indeed, scholars like Hyland (2003) and Williams
(2003) have hightighted the importance of
usefulness ofteaching the learners a step by step
writing approach rather than emphasizing the
final product. The primary aim of this study is to
investigate real teaching contexts of writing
sessions as they occur in second year classes, in
order to be able to explore the problems that lie
behind the learners' underachievementin written
productions. For this to be possible; we have
conducted a qualititative descriptive research
using a multiple case studf design and involving
one observation session for each of the two
teachers involved in the study. lVe have opted for
video recording as an observational tool because
it offers a unique access inside the target
classroom's teaching reality. The findings point
out that teachers do lack adequate training for
classroom mânagement and especially when it
comes to coping with overcrowded groups.
Accordingly, this study has resulted in raising
teachers' awâreness about solutions to the
problem observed by providing ways of
implementing the process approach to small
groups, and by suggesting some
recommendations based on their weaknesses
revealed in the analysis.
Key words: Process, Writing, Collaborative
Teaching, Teacherst Awareness, Classroom
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Introduction
when teaching English as a foreign language (EFL), teachers usually

follow a certain order beginning with listening, speaking, reading, and then

writing. This order may change depending on the needs of the leamers, but

usually the writing skill is placed at the end because it is claimed to be highly

complex and difficlt to master, as argued by Richards & Renandya Q002:303)

"There is no doubt that writing is the most difEcult skill fot L2 to master."

Furthermore; in the Algerian context, writing in Englislç unlike speaking,

listening and even reading, is not practised outside the classroom, so what the

students learn inside the language class is only practised inside and has little

chance to be improved elsewhere. This is why we believe that teachers are

responsible for elaborating adequate teaching methods and techniques to

facilitate this skill. Besides; mastering the writing skill is of tremendous

importance for the students of the English Department because of its
influence on the other modules, \ilhich need wlitten productions to be tested

and evaluated (Linguistics, Literature, and Civilizatron). This study identifies

the following majoi' writing problems faced at the unversity level and

provides a literature reÿiew,to contribute in raising teachers' awareness on the

usefulness of the ovriting process approach and small group teaching.

1. Major Problems of \ilriting in Batna University
1.1 Teachers' Overemphasis on the Final Product

Data obtained from video recording reveal that teachers use a product

approach to writing. They proide feddback after the piece of writing is

finished, and when correcting it, they focus on form (grammar, smelling, and

pruniciation) at the expense of content (ideas, meaning). Such an appropriate

is claimed tobe inapppropriate (Harmer, 2002;Hedge, 1988; Parson, 1985) and

critisized on the grounds that insisting on correct grammatical sentences and

text swiftness shape most students'inabiliÿ to write coherent paragraphs.

Although the product approach has declined rnany decades away

(the seventies) in Europe, it is still widely adopted in countries where

English is taught as a a foreign language like in Korea, china, Japan, and
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Taiwan (Kim & Kim, 2005). Consequently, writing curricula are based on a

product approach and teachers lack training in processing teaching.

1.2 Lack of Appropriate Classroom Management Techniques

Video recording has allowed to picture classroom realities and given

access to real teaching situations. Data related to classroom organization

have revealed that the groups are overcrowded, up to 45 students per class. It
has also displayed realities about the way teachers manage their classrooms

to create a healthy environment for learning. In fact; classes were

unorganized, uncontrolled, and were in majority taught in whole class

setting. Data interpretation has revealed that practising writing in groups of
45 students with no management techniques impedes learners' written
productions improvement. Thus; a second major obstacle to improving

leamers' written productions is teachers'awareness of classroom

management techniques and lack of training in small group teaching.

2. Theoretical Background
Gatfield lts0oi.plaims that small group teaching allows students to

explore a diversity of opinions, better retain information and efficiently
tackle projects too large to be handled by an individual, and writing tasks

are no exception. Accordinglÿ, rü/o believe that examining the combination

of the process approach with small group teaching techniques can contribute

to raising teachers' awareness about how to teach the writing skill to small

groups throu the process approach.

2.1 Teaching the \ilriting Skill through the Process Approach
In the late 1970's, the reaction to the product approach made teachers

feel that students were not set free to think and express what they wanted, as

Leki lzooz:62) puts it "With the arrival of process approaches to teaching

writing and the emphasis on multiple drafting, it eventually became clear

that merely giving L z writers rnodel texts to imitate and making their errors

did not produce better \ryriters." Indeed; the process approach is concerned

with teaching writing the way professional writers do, it is composed of
several stag*s through which the students and the teacher should go to
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achieve the final product. According to Curry (1996:l) o'Totors help clarify

students, misconceptions about writing by explicitely teaching the stages of

the wïiting process." The process approach teaches writing through

practising, without giving much importance to form (spelling, grammar), it

rather stresses the message included and advocates that the learners will

gain control over the sub-skills concemed with the form spontaneously

within the process. Besides; the writing process is based on equal

participation of both learners and teachers. It makes learners feel more

confident thanks to the fact that it is composed of many stages, and that

learners start with simple and small blocks of writing. Brunch & Reynolds

(2002:12)argue that "Rational to this approach to writing instruction has been

that students will become less frustrated if they first leam the building

blocks of writing and then later used them when asked to compose more

complex pieces of writing"'

The process approach has many other advantages which all aim at

facilitating learning",Bedger & White (2000:165) a.rgue that one of the most

important advantages,; of the writing pïocess is that every learner is

responsible for his improvement and contributes to it actively: "[The writing

process] allows students to understand the steps involves in writing, and it

recognizes that what leamers bring to the writing classroom contributes to

the development of the writing skill." Grabe & Kaplan (1996) nsummarize

the benefits of the approach in the following points: '

write on relevant topics they find interesting rather than

on topics the teacher assigns.

Plan their writing with a purpose in mind and a context to

base the written text on rather than write freely without

having anything to saY.

Be creative and imaginative using pre-writing activities,

different drafts and feedback between these rather than

immediately putting pen to paper without previous

planning and revision.

Get feedback from real audience either from peers, small

groups, or the teacher through formative evaluation
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5- Focus on content and personal expression rather than the
final copy, grammar and usage.

6- Look at writing as recursive rahter than linear process
since repetition of ctivities and steps are relevant and
nece§s4ry.

7- Be a\ryâre of the writing process and the issues relevant to
it, such as audience, planning, etc, rather than teach
learners to write with no suitable method.

Grabe & Kaplan (ibid.) claim that the process approach is considred

as positive in that it helps teachers and learners interact more meaningfully

and with a purpose in mind. Williams (2003:l0l) defines it as a top-down

approach by saying that: "it is top-down, not bottom-up, which means that,

the focus is on producing entire papers, not on grammar or parts of papers."

His definition critisizes the controlled composition method that requires

learners to combine paraphrase or rewrite sentences, by stressing the

importance of producing entire papers. On the usefulness of the process

approach, he (ibid.) says'oPerhaps more important however, is that process

instruction aims to modifr students' behaviours to match those of good

writers; it does nor concentrate on form or rules or literature."

There are different models in the process theory. The early ones

brought descriptions of general steps to be followed such as prewriting,

writing, and rewriting (Raimes 1983, Hedge op.cit.), while most recent ones

provided more detailed descriptions (Gardner & Johnson t997, William oil.
cit.) These latter are different in form but carry cornmon insights pertaining

to the importance of teachers' roles and quality of feedback in teaching

process writing which are going to be discussed subsequently. William
(ibid.) proposes amodel of eight stages giving a definition and a description

to each stage as follows:
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Table 1: Williams' Writing Process Model
Stages of \ilriting

Writing
Process

Definition Description

Prewritin Generating ideas,

strategies, and

informartion for a

given written task.

Prewriting activities take Place
before starting on the first draft of
a paper. They include discussion,
outlining, pre-writing, journals,

tatk-write, and metaphore.

Planning Reflecting on the
material produced
during pre-writing
to develop a plan to
achieve the aim of
the paper

Planning involves considering your

rhetorical stance, rhetorical
purpose, and the princiPal aim of
the text, how theY are connected to

the information generated during
pre-writing. Planning also involves

selecting support for your claim
and blocking out at least a rough
organizational structure.

Drafting

.+

Producing words ona
computer or onpaper
thatmatch (more or
less) the initial plan

forthe work.

Drafting occurs over time.
Successful writers seldom try to
produce an entire text in one

setting or even in one daY.

Pausing Moments when
students are not
writing but instead
are reflecting on
what you have
produced and how
well it matches your
plan. Usually
includes reading.

Pausing occurs among successful

and unsuccessful writers, but theY

use it in different ways.
Successful writers consider
"global" factors: how well the

texts match the plan, how well it
is meeting audience'needs, and

overall organization.
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Reading Moments during
pausing when you
read what you have
written and
compare it to your
plan.

Reading and writing are
interrelated activities. Good
readers are good writers and vice-
versa. The reading that takes
place during wrirting is crucial to
the reflection process during
pausing.

Revising Literally, "re-
seeing" the text
with the goal of
making large-scale
changes so that text
and plan match.

Revising occurs after you have
finished your first draft. It
involves making changes that
enhance the match between plan
and text. Foactors to consider
usually are the same as those you
considered during planning:
rhetorical stance, purpose, etc.

Editing Focussing on
sentence-level
concern such as
punctuation,
sentdnce length, and
spellin§; agreement
ofsubjects and
predicates, and
style.

Editing occurs after revising. The
goal is to give your paper a
professional appearance.

Publishing Sharing your
finished text with
its intended
audience.

Publishing is not limited to
getting a text printed. It includes
turn;ng a paper in to a teacher,
boss, or an agency.

we believe that v/illiam's model (ibid.) is the most appropriate
description because it gives importance to several steps and provides
enough details that facilitate its use. It includes discussions about techniques
that should be used for an effective process approach such as peer editing
and feedback, and stresses the importance of teachers' roles and feedbacks.
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2.l.lTeacher's Role

It has preüously been said that the writing process is an active

process, which involves leamers in an active leaming model. The role of the

teacher is of paramount importance; s/he is a facilitator of the writing process

and should guide the leamers through the different stages ofthe process without

imposing his/trer opinion in decision taking. Candlin & Hall Q002:23) clarm
o'Teachers are encouraged not to impose their view, give models, or suggest

response to topics beforehand." They clearly argue that teachers should not be

the center of the teaching / learning process; they should not suggest responses

to the leamers but give them enough time to look for answers themselves. They

should teach implicitly through the "leaming by doing" method.

S/illiam (op. cit: 106) claims that the best roles eflecüve teachers should

play in a writing lesson is o'coaching". "Coaches intervene regularly in the

leaming process, immediately correcting those things students do wrong and

appraising those things students do right, giving reinforcement." Accordingly,

effective writing teaohers should correct learners' mistakes immediately and

praise their well doing. Ih fact; giving reinforcement is a very important aspect

in the leaming pfocess in general, and to the writing process specifically "In

most cases, students will adopt more effective behaviours when they are

encouraged and corrected on the spot." (William, ibid, tos)

The process approach to writing is not a magic formula that can

work by itself. Writing teachers have a great part of responsibility to play.

They should be coaches providing immediate feedback when needed and

reinforcement. Along these lines, Kroll (2003:115) approves claiming

"second language witers often benefit most and make most progress when

teachers contribute to this goal through a variety of intervention strategies

available in classroom settings." Among the intervention strategies that

Kroll (ibid.) is speaking about, are feedback techniques, discussed below.

2.1.2 Importance of Feedback

Panaflorida (2002:346) defines feedback as "an internal feature of

student writing in as much as it enables students to identifu their own
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strengths and weaknesses, which in the case of the latter; will the students

know how to go about improving themselves and becoming more effective

writers." Furthermore; Grabe & Kaplan (op.cit, 378) define it as: "A final
grade on a paper, often accompanied by much red ink throughout the ssay."

Ferris (2003:28-29) explains that research has shown that feedback

significantly improves the learners' productions. Russikoff & Kogan's

(1996) findings also prove its positive effects on learners' reading skill also,

for it provides them with opportunities of reading either when commenting

on their classmates'texts, or when revising their own texts after the

teachers'feedback are provided. James (199s:13) concludes saying that

"Process teaching thus assumes that students will develop their reading and

writing abilities through acquisition, that is, through practice and supportive

feedback rather than through learning in the traditional sense."

There are two types of feedback that teachers can apply in classes:

teacher feedback and peer feedback. Teacher feedback refers to
comments or evaluation made by the teacher on students' written works.

They can either be 'bontent-based or form-based 
'comments. In this

respect, Graber & Kaplan (op.cit.) note that teachers must be careful in
order to avoid two extremes that often reached when providing feedback.

One being that their comments are vague and non-directional that

learners do not know what they practically have to do in order to improve

themselves. Comments such as "rephrase" or "improve" are not c1e4r

enough and provide no effective guidance in the process. Comments may

also be strict and detailed that the learners lose motivation to write.
Grabe & Kaplan's view is in perfect agreement with Ferris' (2003:ta-15)

who talks about non-specific and inaccurate comments and inappropriate

feedback. An alternative to teacher feedback is peer feddbac( a student

receives peer feedback when a fellow student provides it. It should

complement teachers'feedbacks. It flrts well in a process approach to

writing (Stassen, 2002) Peer feedback is recommended for the different
advantages it offers. According to Topping (1998:262), "feedback appears

capable of yielding outcomes at least as good teacher assessment and
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sometimes better." Nijenhuis (2005:13) argues' "Peers (...) provide

encouragement, are less threatening, and can supply more feedback than

what a teacher perhaps can give." Jacobs et 41. (1998) add that in the case

of cooperative writing, peer feedback can serve to provide information

about how to write as well as knowledge about what to write. However,

Jacobs et al. (ibid.) maintain that there is a disadvantage with peer

feedback when the writer receives too many opinions, not knowing

which one is useful or correct,thus conflict might rise. Cho et al.

(2006: 26D addthat "Peers do not [always] take the task seriously, are not

as qualified as the instructor in the subject matter, have had liule training

in writing or practice at making comments, and are simply not the reader

assigning grades". Hyland (2003:199) provides a clear summary, displayed

below, ofthe potential advantages and disadvantages ofpeer feedback.

Table 2: Potential Pros and Cons of Peer Feedback

Advantages Disadvantages

- Active leamer partieipation
- Authentic cominirnicative
context
- Non judgmental environment
-Alternative and authentic
audience
- 'Writers gain understanding of
reader needs
- Reduced apprehension about
writing
- Development of critical reading
skills
- Reduces teachers' workload

- Tendency to focus on sr.nface forms
- Potential for overly critical
comments
- Cultural reluctance to
critisize and judge
- Students unconvinced of
comments'value
- 'Weakness of readers's
knowledge
- Students may not use

feedback in revisions
- Students may prefer teacher
feedback

In this respect, we assume that even if there are risks to take, peer feedback

remains a very useful technique within the writing process.

After having discussed the process approach, which we have

suggested as an alaternative to the product approach, we move now to
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discuss the second axe of this paper pertaining to classroom management

techniques.

2.2 Small Group Teaching as a Classroom Managament
Technique

Small group work is a form of cooperation; it consists in organizing

students in small units to better manage large classrooms. Small group

teaching is an effective altemative to whole class teaching (Harme\ 2002;

Mills, 2003) because it offers a cosiderable amount of advantages.

2.2.1 Psychological Advantages

Students' satisfaction with learning is enhanced when they are

actively involved in activities encouraging their sense of responsibility of
learning. Johnson &, Johnson (1994) argue that cooperative leaming,

especially learning in small groups, generally leads to greater self-esteem

than competitive or individualistic efforts. They explain that students gain

greater selÊesteem by.achieving challenging goals, by gaining the respect of
others, and through favourable comparisons with others. Slavin (1995) argues

that self-esteem is the most important psychological outcome of cooperative

learning methods and referring to a study by Maddan & Slavin (1983, cited

in Slavin, op.cit.) where they found significantlt greater general self-esteem

in cooperative groups than in control whole class groups.

Another psychological advantage of small group teaching is its
positive impact on studenrs' anxiety. Indeed; the difference between

teaching whole classes and small groups is that in the first one each students

takes chalge of a number of tasks and responsibility of receiving feedback

or commenst on it from the instructor. In this case, the focus is cast on one

student, which puts himlher in a sitiation of high anxiety and confusion in
case of mistakes. However; in cooperative sttings, small groups are the units

of the class, and thus, students share in groups what an individual in
traditional classes is expected to do alone. When the end product is ready,

the members of the group present the answer and no individual is subject to
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criticism. This reduces anxiety to a very low level in the class, and leads

students to produce and develop better'

2.2.2 Academ ic Advanta ges

Being a teaching technique, promotive active learning in small groups

gets students involved in all what is going on in the class, and thus helps them

improve their skills in many ways. Besides; group work is an enjoyable,

lively, and interesting way of learning. Students keep interested in the ksks

they handle together and are encouraged to be regularly present in th class.

Avoiding absences increases teaming. Johnson & Johnson (1990) have proved

that there is a strong positive connection between class attendance and

success in courses. Small group teaching also provides a chance for exchange

of information among learners. In fact; a great amount of learning happens

among group members. Brown (op.cit.) and Harmer (2003), cited in Ramirez

Q}}4:2-gdevelop some principles in which group work is grounded.

2.2.3 Teachers'Roles in Small Group Teaching

In order to gaild.maximum profit from small group teaching, teachers

should be aware of a ntrnber of things. Group work should be well planned and

structured so that every one knows what to do. It is important to insist on the

fact that small group teaching does not mean a "lazy teacher and a lost leamer".

Teachers need to pay attention to all the details to facilitate the work of their

learners. Combining students of disparate abilities, gender, or ethnic

background to form heterogeneous groups. As put by Farmer (1999:2)

"students'backgrounds, experiences, and skills can be reorganized and used to

best advantage when gloups are arraîged to maximize diversity. At its most

basic level; group membership ôan be comprised of varying ethnicities, genders

and leaming styles." Heterogeneous gloups are the best formula in structuring

small groups (Millis, op.cit.) Teachers' role is of uünost importancebecause if
they do not give directions to manage groups, the technique cannot be

successful, tts put by Svinicki (2000:1-2) "In all small group designs, however,
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2.3 Teaching \ilriting as a Process to Small Groups
Several studies related to teaching the writing process using small

groups have been conducted in diflerent universities and colleges. In 2004,

Ruuie & Honeycutt (cited in TESL Journal 2004) conducted, in the universiÿ of
North Carolina (USA), a research to investigate the eflectiveness of the use of
the uniting process approach. They examined a variety of works, such as that of
Scannella (tssz, cited in Ruuie & Honeycutt (ibid.), who conducted a year

experimental study about the effects of the writing as a process model orl t2t
graduate students' writing perfbrmances. The students of the experimental

group received instruction on the process approach, while those of the contol
one received instruction using standard methods of teaching composition
(handouts, textbooks, teaching grammar in isolation..) Scannella (ibid.) found

that students taught through the process model evidenced greater improvement

in their expository writing than did those of the control group. Along the same

lines, Singh & Sarkar (teo+, cited in TESL Journal, 1995) conducted, in an

Indian college, a study to examine the effects of the process approach on

students written performances. They concluded proposing an Interaction

Process Approach to solve writing problems observed among tertiary level

students. O'Donnell & Dansereau (tso+, cited in TESL Joumal, 1995) reached

the conclusion that teaching writing in small groups can improve the

students'perfo(mances. So is the case also with Gocsik's experimental research

(2005) to assess the efficacy.of peer group s in the r,vriting classrooms

Teaching the writing skill through the process approach requires a

well organized and managed classroom in terms of stages to be followed and

group size to be formed. Because of these reasons, and the diverse advantages

discussed above, we have hypothesized that many of our students' problems

of writing may be due to our teachers'unawaxeness of the existence of a

process approach as a writing teaching technique as well of the importance of
organizing large classes into small groups to gain efficiency in their written
productions. 'We 

hypothesize also that these problems may originate from the

implementation of traditional methods of teaching writing.
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3. Aim of the Study

This study seeks to provide teachers with some recommendations as to

howto improve rvriting efficiency, in orderto do away with some of the problems

they and their students are facing wlren leaming how to write. Answers to the

following questions will help to some extent achieve this objective:

1- To what extent are the teachers of the writing skill aware
of the process approach?

2- To what extent are the teachers of the writing skill aware
of the importance of managing overcrowded classes with
small group size classroom organization ?

4. Methodology
'We 

believe that there is no best way for classifying research methods

in the field of education. The choice of the research design is bound up with

the problem situation and data type. Our study observes, describes, and

analyzes real classroom contexts; it is descripive, qualitative research that

makes use of the casç study design.

4.1 Research Instrument
It has been decided that the best way to collect reliable data is

classroom observation, i.e. collecting data in real classroom situations. This

allows the collection of concrete evidence on how a teacher teaches the

writing skill and also about classroom management techniques used. To this

end, video recording has been opted as an obervational tool for the unique

advantages it offers. Paterson (2003:5) summarizes the advantages of such a

tool of research: video recording produces permanent, complete record of
the traffic scene. The recording may be analyzed at any step, requiring small

labor power. It is finally vital for researches wanting to make judgements on

the behaviourrs of the participants. Along the same line; Koshy (2005:104)

highlights other potentials in using video recording. He (ibid.) states that

students' behaviours and affitudes can be captured \rith gteater accuracy

than by making observation notes. Video makes the sharing of data with
colleagues and fellow researchers possible and easier to manage, which is
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very useful at the time of dissemination through the provision of powerful

images which are hard to mach by others means of communication.

4.2 Corpus
The corpus includes all teachers' and learners' verbal and some non-

verbal behaviours performed in two lessons with turo different groups of
teachers. Questionnaires have been administered.

4.3 Participants
The target population consists of teachers in charge of teaching the

writing skill to second year students at the English Department in Batna

University (Algeria). Doing one observation with one teacher has been

thought to be no representative. Therefore, two teachers have been selected

to observe and arralyze their ways of teaching before any recommendation

can be suggested to them. Being part-time, the third teacher has not been

included in the population. The learners involved are second year students

distributed in two different groups with 4s individuals each dispalying

mixed abilities anrl age. 
,

4.4 Lessons i" .

The lessons tanscribed ate exercise sessions involving writing

productions. Indeed; observing a teacher explaining theoretically an aspect of
the witing skill may bring some significance but cannot be as revealing as

rfhen a written production is being practised. More precisely; it is the steps

followed by the teachers that need to be observe{ such as: amount of feedbaclq

quallty of feedback, amount of leamers'engagements, and also whether small

goup teaching is implemented in class. Evidentÿ, the analyses rely on the

salient aspects about how to improve ttre writing skill discussed in the literature

above. Namely, it is V/illiam's process (2003), which has been opted to analyse

teachers' approaches, for it seems to be the most complete model.

4.5 Research Phases

At f,rst, sessions of simulation have been organized with the teachers

and learners. They are meant to get them both acquainted with video

recording. Then, one session with each group has been recorded. After this,
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Transcripions of the recorded lessons have been carried out according to

the Sinclair & Coulthard's model in terms'of structural subdivision of the

transcripts. A step that is essential before any \ iork of analyses and

interpretation can be activated.

5. Results and Discussions

For practical reasons to avoid lengthy descriptions and analyses,

only some prominent rubrics related to the writing process and classroom

management are discussed.

Rubric 1: Overview of Classroom Management

Table 3: Overview of Classroom Management

Classroom
Organization

C1 o//o C2 o/,/o

Individuals 20 55,60 23 57,50

Pairs t6 44,40 t2 30,00

Small Groups 00 00,00 00 00,00

GrouÉs 7 4 00 00,00 05 12,50

Total 36 100,00 40 100,00

The above table shows that more than a hafl of class I is organized in

indiüdual leamers (55,69/o),pairs represent ahighnurnber of shrdents (44,aff/)tvhle

small groups and groups of forn and more are inexistent Also more than a half of
class 2 prefer individual work 1sz,sæzo;. Pairs in class 2 QY/o)are less than in.t^t r

(44,44yù rnaily because teacher one has limited the leamers' choice to choose

between indiüdual and pair works, while in class 2, the leamers have had more

choice and thus have opted for groups involving more than four (12,5ülo). However,

unall groups are also inexisænt in class 2 (00/o) Rubric 2: Group Stucture

Table 4: Group Structure

Groun Structure C1 ,/, C2 o//o
Teacher 06 16.67 00 00
Learners 30 83.33 40 r00

Total 36 100 40 r00
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The table shows that teacher I is not much involved (16.67%) in group

structure. Accordingly,it can be said that he does not seem to be aware of
the role he should play to achieve coopeartion, organization, and

concentration. Data also reveal that all students (100%) are left free to

orgarize themeselves as they like and share tasks. Teacher 2 on the other

hand seems to be unaware of the importance of his role to assign group

siuctures, tasks, as well as checking students'participation.

Rubric 3: Teacher-student Interaction

Table 5: Teacher-student Interaction

Teacher-student Interaction C1 o//o C2 oÂ

Teacher 10 7l 45 6t

Students 01 07 26 35

Collective 03 2t 03 04

Total 34 100 74 100

Data reveal that teacher I dorrrinates the class, being almost the only

one who talked. It showEthat only one student talked one time. There fore, a

classroom wth lo6 teacher's talk is far from being a learner-centred one.

Moreover, in the three floors where some students answered collectively, in

interaction took place because students only agreed with the teacher.

Whereas in class 2,there more floors produced than in class 1. Besides, the

learners' participation in class 2 is better in quantity as well as in quali§.

Indeed, in many of the teacher's floors, we notive invitation and

encouragement for participation which proved to be rewarding for students

participating frequently.

Rubric 4: Drafting Stage

This rubric and the following ones report to the teaching of the

writing process. Only prominent ones have been selected for discussion, as

follows:
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Table 6: The Editing Stage

Editing Stage C1 o/" C2 o//o

Checked copies 00 00 04 13.80

Un-checked copies 28 100 25 86.20

Peer Editing 00 00 00 00.00

Total 28 100 29 100

Teacher I has not applied the editing stage; leamers have not been asked to

check content and form mistakes. In fact, the informal discussion reveals that such

a stage has been planned to take place after the lesson That is, tlree productions

were to be chosen to be reunitten on the blackboard. Comment also was planned as

well as mistakes' correction with leamers' participation. Besides, more than half of
the students received no teacher's help in checking and conecting. Teacher 2 seerns

to summariæ this step in some reading without comments. Therefore, it can be

said that he is unaware of the techniques related to editing.

Summary of the Resplts

The sunmary .linvolves the outcomes of data interpretations

concerned with the variables that the teachers' ought to be concerned with
when teaching the writing skill. The varaibales concem features of the

process approach applied on small gïoups.

Teacher I
The first teacher has used a product and teacher-cented urrrou* a

deal with the writing skill and seenrs to lack taining in implementing small

group teaching. The following table reports interpretation of datarelated to him.

Table 8: Analyses of Teacher l's Lesson

Variable Outcome
Teacher's role in classroom
orsânization

Teacher 1 is limited to suggesting peer
work. Small srouDs are not oresent in class

Teachers's role in group
structure

Teacher 1 does not intervene in selecting
the pair members, except when changing
the places of six students.
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Teacher's role in assigning
the tasks

Teacher 1 does not share the tasksamong
the studentsand leaves hem free to do it.

Teachers' role in
implementing positive
interdenendence

Teacher 1 seems to be unaware of this
and does not check participation of all
learners.

Teacher's role in
promoting face-to-face
interaction

Teacher I does not encourage students'
participation and does not urge them to
communicate with each other in
Enslish

Teacher-student
interaction

The teacher speaks a lot more than the
leamers (71% vs.07%) He occupies the
central place in the interaction.

Teacher's role in insuring
and praising leadership as

well as decision making

Teacher t has not displayed any interest
about these aspects.

Pre-writins stage Teacher t has not sone throush this stase.

Drafting stage Teacher 1 asks the leamers to write a

paragraph but gives no instruction to help
them start it. He has not checked learners'
first drafts.

Pausing stage .; Teacher t has not initiated the learners to
this stase

Editing stage Neither form nor content mistakes have
been taken care of. He has not also
checked learners' papers nor asked other
learners to peer edit them.

Publishins stase No coov has been published.

Feedback In absence of process approach steps,

there has been a product-based feedback.
Teacher 1 does not seem to be aware of
the benefits that can be drawn from peer
feedback.

Planning stage Teacher I assumes that leamers know
how to plan thanks to the theoretical
explanation he developed in class.

Reading stage As it takes place withing the pausing
stase. it has not taken olace

Raising Teachers' Awareness about the Teaching of Writing Dr KESKES SaiT
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Teacher 2

The second teacher may be said to have achieved a better performance

in some of the stages of the process approach: teachet-student interaction, pre-

writing, drafting and feedback. However, this performance lacks the needed

consisitsncy and does not seem to have been implemented with a principled

startegy. This proves that Algerian teachers of writing may possess the potential

to achieve procees writing in class. They just need to be helped and made aware

about it. In most of the other stages (tt out of tS), teacher Z has used a clumsy

and ineffective learner-centred approach, lacking taining in the implementation

of small group teaching. A more detailed report is displayed inthe table below:

Table 9: Analyses of Teacher L's Lesson

Variable Outcome
Teacher's role in classroom
organization

Teacher 2 does not intervene, leaving
the students a total freedom for the
choice of classroom organization.

Teachers's role ..in group
structure :

Teacher 2 does not intervene in group

members.

Teacher's role in assigning
the tasks

Teacher z does not share the tasks

among the students and leaves hem
free to do it.

Teachers' role in implementing
nositive interdependence

Teacher 2 does not praise nor
reinforce learners' participation.

Teacher's role in promoting
face-to-face interaction

Teacher 2 does not encourage

students' participation and does not
urge them to communicate with each

other in Enelish

Teacher-student interaction The teacher invites and encourages

the learners to share ideas with him
and express opinions.

Teacher's role in insuring
and praising leadership as

well as decision making

With szsrz of indiüdual leaming and

00% of small group leadership, no shrdent

decision-makine has taken palace.

Pre-writing stage Teacher z has really made learners
generate ideas through effective
brainstorming.
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Drafting stage Teacher 2 has constantly ckecked the
works of 24% of the groups'copies,
which is not rellv enoush.

Pausine stase No oausins stase.

Editing stage Teacher 2 does not seem to be aware of
the editing,stage by not asking learners
to deal with style and peer editing.

Publishing stage Only one copy has been published
which is not enough to say such a
stage has effectively been applied.

Feedback Teacher 2 has provided a step by step

content feedback by intervening
several times while the texts are being
produced. However feedback and peer
feedback have been isnored.

Planning stage Teacher 2 seems to be aware of the
importance of outlining, however
with no real imolementation.

Reading stage As it takes place withing the pausing
stage, and no pausing stage occurred,
it has therefore not happened.

6. Pedagogical Implications
As explained previously, this research seeks to check whether the

teachers under observation are aware of the stages which are essential for the

application of process writing. The observations reported in above tables prove

that they are not, and if they they happen to apply some of the process writing

stages, this is performed unconsciouly. Definitely, both teacher need to be

made aware of it through some recommendations reported below:

o Teachers should organize students in small groups of four to

overcome the problem of
crowded classes.

o Teachers should make their expectations explicite through

clear rules and consistent procedures taught and'reinforced.
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During the first sessions, teachers should devote time to
inform learners about the advantages of small group teaching.

. Teachers should mix up groups with leaners of different

abilities. They can do it by avoiding to orgarize them from

the beginning of the year. They should take time to know the

learners and then decide how to group them up.

o Teachers should also be responsible for assigning the tasks to

the leamers to avoid wasting time to assign fixed roles to the

students or propose a rotation system to enable all the

members to experiences different missions: roles, monitor,

recorder, reporter, checker, etc. Besides, they should check

the participation of every leamer through qurizzes.

o Teachers should also assign a participation mark to motivate

the students to cooperate and write the best productions.

Praising,individual contributions within group members is
.j;:

also appreciated.

. Leadership should also be praised as well as decision-making.
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